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biologically hazardous. Calculations have shown, however,
that over the next 50 years, krypton-85 will significantly in-
crease the conductivity within the global atmosphere and
possibly alter the electrical characteristics and rain forma-
tion processes of the 1,500 or so thunderstorms imbedded in
the global circuit. The possibility that atmospheric
krypton-85 could lead to some form of weather or climate
modification cannot be ruled out. Owing to its relatively
long half-life and because there are no effective atmospheric
removal processes for krypton-85, it is important to docu-
ment the electrical state of the atmosphere at remote sites
such as the South Pole now to det'rt secular changes in the
future.
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
has been making atmospheric electric measurements at
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station since 1968. The current
5-year program of surface and upper air measurements is
designed to establish an environmental benchmark of the at-
mospheric electric climate on the polar plateau. Such a
benchmark may be reevaluated in future years to detect
secular changes in the electrical climate of the polar
atmosphere—changes that may result from the activities of
man.

The type of electrical measurements being made at South
Pole must be interpreted first as a response to global varia-
tions in the atmosphere's electrical system and second as ef-
fects produced within the local environment. The South
Pole atmosphere is largely free of local environmental ef-
fects, and thus the measurements more nearly reflect global
variations of the electrical parameters. If future
measurements reveal that the electrical state of the south
polar environment is being altered due to an increase in the
level of suspended particulates or in atmospheric radio-
activity, then there must be cause for concern with respect to
a global climatic impact.

In January 1977 the electrical sensors were moved to the
new clean air facility, an excellent observation site and sure-
ly the world's premier "clean air" monitoring facility.
Special attention at this time is being given to the electrical
conductivity observations and the establishment of reliable
baseline values. The emphasis on conductivity has been
spurred by the recent interest in radioactive krypton-85 now
being released into the atmosphere.

Krypton-85 is a radioactive gaseous byproduct of nuclear
fission released to the atmosphere by nuclear explosions
and, in a controlled manner, by nuclear power plants.
Within the limits established by various regulatory agencies,
krypton-85, with a half-life of 10.76 years, is not considered
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In January 1977 five balloon soundings were conducted
from Antarctica. These soundings measured the concentra-
tion of various trace stratospheric constituents, listed in the
table, and played a vital role in continuing a stratospheric
measurements program that began in 1972. The antarctic
stratospheric sulfate layer (aerosol particles with radius
greater than 0.15 micron) was first measured in that year,
and measurements of condensation nuclei (radius greater
than 0.01 micron) were added in 1976. The year 1976 also
saw the first attempt to recover air samples from the 15-30

1977 antarctic balloon soundings.

Launch	 Maximum
Date (1977)	site	Constituents measured altitude (km)

14January McMurdo N2 0, CF2C12 , CFCI 3	26.5

lsJanuary McMurdo N2 0, CF2C12 , CFCI 3	31

15January McMurdo Aerosol, r 0.15pm	27

18January South Pole Ozone	 30

19January South Pole Condensation nuclei,	25
r 0.01im
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